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INTRODUCTION
w xIn W , uniform lattices are studied as a common generalization of2
topological Boolean rings and topological Riesz spaces. Lattice uniformi-
ties play a similar role in the study of modular functions as FN-topologies;
w x w xsee e.g., D; W for the use of FN-topologies in measure theory and W1 4
for the use of lattice uniformities.
The main aim of this paper is to give a contribution to the examination
 .of the lattice structure of the space L U L of all exhaustive latticee
 .uniformities on a lattice L see Section 1 for definitions . In particular, in
the case where L is a modular sectionally complemented lattice, we get a
 . satisfactory result; in this case L U L is a complete Boolean algebra seee
.Corollary 5.11 . Such a result can be used as the main tool in obtaining
decomposition theorems for modular functions as well as information
 w x.about the structure of uniform completions of L cf. W . In the special5
case that L is a topological Boolean ring, the result 5.11 mentioned above
as well as the connection with decomposition theorems in measure theory
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Important for our investigations is the fact that a lattice uniformity on a
sectionally complemented lattice L is uniquely determined by its 0-
neighbourhood system; moreover the filters which are 0-neighbourhood
filters for lattice uniformities are precisely the ``distributive'' filters, the
 .  .space of which we indicate by FN D L see Section 2 .
 .In Section 4 we study this space FN D L also for an arbitrary lattice L.
 .Every filter of FN D L induced on L a lattice uniformity in a similar way
that a distributive ideal in L induces a congruence relation. In fact, the
concept of ``distributive'' filters introduced here and some statements
about them were suggested by the concept and some properties of distribu-
 w x.tive ideals see G, Chap. III.3 .
The main result of Section 5 essentially says that, for a Hausdorff
 .exhaustive lattice uniformity w on L generated by some F g FN D L ,0
 .the space of all lattice uniformities generated by filters of FN D L coarser
than F is isomorphic to the space of all distributive elements of the0
 .completion of L, w . As a consequence, we get the result 5.11 mentioned
w xabove and the fact proved in W that the space of all exhaustive lattice3
uniformities on an orthomodular lattice is a complete Boolean algebra.
1. PRELIMINARIES
 . 4Throughout the paper, let L be a lattice and D [ x, x : x g L the
diagonal in L = L. We denote by N the set of natural numbers.
A lattice uniformity on L is a uniformity on L which makes the lattice
operations k and n uniformly continuous. For any lattice uniformity u on
 .L, we denote by N u the intersection of all members of u, i.e., the closure
 .2  .of D in L, u ; N u is a congruence relation on L. If N is a congruence
Ã .  .  .relation contained in N u , then the quotient L, u [ L, u rN is aÃ
lattice endowed with a lattice uniformity. If u is Hausdorff, then the
Ä .  .uniform completion L, u of L, u is a lattice endowed with a latticeÄ
uniformity. u is called exhausti¨ e if every monotone sequence is Cauchy in
 .  w x x.  .L, u see W , Sect. 1, 6 . We denote, respectively, by L U L and2
 .L U L the sets of all lattice uniformities and of all exhaustive latticee
uniformities; these are complete lattices, where the partial ordering is
inclusion.
If a lattice has a smallest or a greatest element, we denote these
elements with 0 or 1, respectively.
L is called sectionally complemented if L has a 0, and, for every a g L,
w xthe interval 0, a is complemented.
 .An element a of L is called distributi¨ e in L if
a k x n y s a k x n a k y .  .  .
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for all x, y g L, i.e., if x ª a k x defines a lattice homomorphism. The
 .set D L of all distributive elements of L is closed with respect to k
w  .x.G, Theorem III, 2.9 a . It follows, since a lattice satisfying one the
w x.distributive laws satisfies both G, Lemma I.4.10 :
 .  .  .1.1. If a n b g D L for any a, b g D L , then D L is a distributi¨ e
sublattice of L.
Dualizing the definition of distributive elements, one gets the definition
of dually distributive elements.
w x1.2 G, Theorem III.2.4 . If a g L, the following three conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .1 a is distributi¨ e, a is dually distributi¨ e, and a k x s a k y,
a n x s a n y imply x s y for any x, y g L.
 .2 There is an embedding f of L into a direct product A = B of
 .  .lattices, where A has a 1, B has a 0, and f a s 1, 0 .
 .3 For any x, y g L, the sublattice generated by a, x, and y is distribu-
ti¨ e.
An element satisfying the equivalent conditions of 1.2 is called neutral.
 .The set N L of all neutral elements of L is a distributive sublattice of L.
w x1.3 G, Theorem III.2.6 . If L is modular or relati¨ ely complemented,
 .  .then D L s N L .
 .  .1.4. There are finite sectionally complemented lattices with D L / N L ,
 .  .see Fig. 1, where a g D L _ N L .
FIGURE 1
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 .If L has 0 and 1, then the centre C L of L is the set of all comple-
 .mented neutral elements of L; any element of C L has a unique
complement in L.
w x  .1.5 M-M, Theorem 4.15 . If L has 0 and 1, then C L is a Boolean
subalgebra of L.
2. LATTICE UNIFORMITIES ON SECTIONALLY
COMPLEMENTED LATTICES
 .  .The study of the structure of L U L and L U L for a sectionallye
complemented lattice L is based on the fact that its lattice uniformities
are generated by certain filters on L.
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let u be a lattice uniformity on a sectionally comple-
 .mented lattice L and F the 0-neighbourhood system in L, u . Then the sets
F* [ x , y g L2 : ' a g F : x n y k a s x k y , F g F , 4 .  .
form a base of u, as do the sets
F=[ x , y g L2 : ' a g F : x k a s y k a , F g F . 4 .
w x =Proof. The first assertion is proved in W , 6.10 . It follows that F g u2
for F g F, since F* : F=. We now show that any U g u contains a set F=
 .for some F g F. Choose a symmetric vicinity V g u with D k V (
 .  . =  . =D k V : U and set F [ V 0 . Then F : U: In fact, if x, y g F and
a g F with x k a s y k a, then
x , y k a s x , x k 0, a g D k V .  .  .
and
y k a, y s y , y k a, 0 g D k V ; .  .  .
 .  .  .hence x, y g D k V ( D k V : U.
Proposition 2.1 generalizes a known fact about congruence relations. If
N is a congruence relation on L, then the principal filter
 4u [ U : N : U : L = LN
 .generated by N is a lattice uniformity. For principal filters of L U L , the
first and second assertion of Proposition 2.1 exactly mean that each
congruence relation on a sectionally complemented lattice is standard and
 w x.distributive, respectively see G, Theorem III.3.10 .
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The pentagon has congruence relations which are not distributive,
 4  4  4  44namely 0 , c , 1 , a, b by the notation of Fig. 4; therefore the conclu-
sion of Proposition 2.1 does not hold in general for complemented lattices.
The correspondence F =ª F of Proposition 2.1 yields, for sectionally
 .complemented lattices, an order isomorphism between L U L and
 .FN D L ; see Corollary 4.8 and Definition 4.3. This motivates the examina-
 .  .tion}in the next sections}of the spaces of filters FN D L and FN L ,
 .  .which contains FN D L ; see Definition 3.1. The principal filters of L U L ,
 .  .FN L , and FN D L correspond, respectively, to congruence relations,
ideals, and distributive ideals; cf. Proposition 4.9.
 .3. THE LATTICE OF FILTERS FN L
We call a subset S of L solid if x g S whenever y G x g L for some
y g S. For A : L, the set
 4s A [ x g L : there exists y g A with x F y .
is the smallest solid subset of L containing A, i.e., the solid hull of A.
 .3.1 DEFINITION. We denote by FN L the set of all filters F on L
satisfying one of the following two equivalent conditions:
 .1 ;F g F, ' G g F : ; x, y g G, ;z g L, z F x k y « z g F.
 .  .2 i F has a base of solid sets and
 .  4ii ;F g F, ' G g F : G k G [ x k y : x, y g G : F.
 .  . .  .   .To prove 1 « 2 i , one verifies that, under assumption 1 , s F :
4F g F is a filter base of F.
 .The notation FN L is motivated by the fact that, for a Boolean ring L,
 .F g FN L iff F is the 0-neighbourhood system of an FN-topology on L
 w x w x.for FN-topologies, cf. D or W .1
3.2. PROPOSITION. If u is a lattice uniformity on a lattice L with 0 and F
 .  .is the 0-neighbourhood system in L, u , then F g FN L .
w xThe proof follows from the fact that, by W , 1.1.6 , every point x g L2
has a neighbourhood base of convex sets and every convex subset of L
containing 0 is solid.
 .On the other hand, there are filters belonging to FN L on lattices with
0, which are not 0-neighbourhood systems with respect to lattice uniformi-
 4  .ties: The principal filter on the pentagon generated by 0, c see Fig. 4 is
an example of this.
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 .FN L is, with respect to the inclusion, a partially ordered set. It is easy
  . .to see and follows from Theorem 3.4 that FN L , : is a lattice and that,
 .  .for F , F g FN L , the sets F l F and s F k F , where F g F and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
F g F , form a base of F k F and F n F , respectively. The fact that2 2 1 2 1 2
herein F l F / B follows from the next proposition, the proof of which1 2
is obvious.
3.3. PROPOSITION. If F , F are solid subsets of L, then1 2
 4F l F s F n F [ x n x : x g F , x g F .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
  . .  .3.4. THEOREM. FN L , : is a complete lattice. Moreo¨er, if Fa a g A
 .is a family in FN L , then the sets F F , where I is a finite subset of Aa g I a
and F g F , form a base of sup F ; and the setsa a a g A a
` n
s FD E D a , k /
ns1 ks1 agA
s x g L : ' n g N , a g A , x g F : x F sup x , 5k k a , k kk
1FkFn
where F g F for a g A and k g N, form a base of inf F .a , k a a g A a
 .  .Proof. i Let A / B and F g FN L for a g A. For any finitea
 .subset I of A and F g F a g I , the sets F F are by Propositiona a a g I a
3.3 non-empty; now it is obvious that these sets form a filter base of a filter
 .  4  .of FN L and that this filter is the supremum of F : a g A . Since FN La
 4   . .has a smallest element, namely L , it follows that FN L , : is a
complete lattice.
 .ii We prove the description of inf F given in Theorem 2.3. Obvi-a
ously
` n
s F : F g FD E D a , k a , k a 5 /
ns1 ks1 agA
is a filter base. To prove that the filter F generated by this filter base
 .belongs to FN L , we show that, for every F g F, there is a G g F with
 ` n .G k G : F. Let F g F and F g F with s j k j Fa , k a ns1 ks1 a g A a , k
: F. Put
` n 2 k
G [ s G , where G s F .D E D Fa , k a , k a , i /ns1 ks1 agA is1
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Let x, y g G. Choose a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b g A and x g F , y g1 n 1 m k a , k kk
F withb , kk
n m
x F sup x and y F sup y ;k k
ks1 ks1
we may assume that m F n. Put
g , . . . , g s a , b , . . . , a , b , a , . . . , a .  .1 nqm 1 1 m m mq1 n
and
z , . . . , z s x , y , . . . , x , y , x , . . . , x . .  .1 nqm 1 1 m m mq1 n
Then z g F for k s 1, . . . , n q m and x k y F supnqm z ; hencek g , k ks1 kk
x k y g F.
We prove that F s inf F . Obviously, F F F for a g A. If F 9 ga a
 .FN L with F 9 F F for all a g A, then F9 F F: Let F g F9. We maya 0
assume that F is solid. Choose F g F9 with F k F : F for0 k k k ky1
k g N. Then F [ F g F for all a g A and k g N , anda , k k a
 ` n .s D E D F : F ; hence F g F.ns1 ks1 a g A a , k 0 0
In the case of L being a Boolean ring, Theorem 3.4 describes the
supremum and the infimum of a family of FN-topologies by means of the
0-neighborhood systems. The description of the infimum is suggested by
w xWaelbroecks' description of the infimum of linear topologies, see W ,
which also holds true for group topologies.
 .4. THE LATTICE OF FILTERS FN D L
 .In this section we introduce the space FN D L of ``distributive'' filters,
which generate lattice uniformities on L in a similar way as distributive
w xideals generate the congruence relation; cf. G, Theorem III.3.4 . The
 .precise relationship between the filters of FN D L and distributive ideals
in L is given in Proposition 4.9.
4.1. Notation. We put
F=[ x , y g L2 : ' a g F : x k a s y k a 4 .
for F : L and
F =[ G : L2 : ' F g F : F=: G 4
for a filter F on L.
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 . =4.2. LEMMA. Let F g FN L . Then F is the finest uniformity, which
makes k uniformly continuous and which is contained in the filter generated
 4by F = F : F g F . Moreo¨er, F has a base of closed sets as well as a base
of open sets with respect to the topology induced by F =.
Proof. Obviously, F = is a uniformity, which makes k uniformly con-
tinuous, since D k F=: F=. Moreover, F = is contained in the filter F 2
 4  .=generated by F = F : F g F , since F = F : F k F . Let now u be a
uniformity on L, which makes k uniformly continuous, and u F F 2. We
show that u F F =. Let U g u. Choose V, W g u such that V is symmetric,
V (V : U, D k W : V and a solid set F g F with F = F : W. Then
=  . =F : U: Let x, y g F and a g F with x k a s y k a. Then
x , y k a s x , x k a s x , x k x n a, a g D k F = F .  .  .  .  .
: D k W : V
and
y k a, y s y , y k a, y n a g D k F = F : V ; .  .  .  .
 .hence x, y g V (V : U.
To prove the last assertion, we show that, for every F g F, there is a
Ê  .G g F with G : F and G : F. Let F, G g F with s G k G : F and
= Ê .  .U [ G . Then G : U G : s G k G : F and therefore G : F, since
 .U G : F.
 .4.3. DEFINITION. We denote by FN D L the set of all filters F g
 . =FN L for which F is a lattice uniformity.
 .4.4. PROPOSITION. For F g FN L , the following conditions are equi-
¨alent:
 .  .1 F g FN D L .
 . = =2 ;F g F, ' G g F : D n G : F .
 .  .3 ;F g F, ' G g F : ; x, y g L and ;a g G, 'b g F : x k a n y
 .F x n y k b.
 .  .  .4 ;F g F, 'G g F : ;F , F : L, s F k G l s F k G :1 2 1 2
 . .s F n F k F .1 2
 .  .  .Proof. 1 m 2 follows from Lemma 4.2, since condition 2 is equiva-
lent to the uniform continuity of n.
 .  .  .2 « 3 Let F, G be given according to 2 , a g G and x, y g L.
 . =Since x, x k a g G , we have
x n y , x k a n y g G=n D : F=; . .
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hence
x n y k b s x k a n y k b G x k a n y .  .  . .
for some b g F.
 .  .3 « 4 Let F g F. Choose F g F with F k F : F and G for F0 0
 .according to 3 . We show that
s F k G l s F k G : s F n F k F for any F , F : L: .  .  . .1 2 1 2 0 1 2
 .  .Let z g s F k G l s F k G ; moreover x g F and a g G with z F1 2 i i i
 .  .  .x k a n x k a . Applying 3 twice, we get b , b g F with1 1 2 2 1 2
x k a n x k a F x n x k a k b .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
F x n x k b k b ; . .1 2 2 1
 .hence z F x n x k b, where b [ b k b g F k F : F . It follows1 2 1 2 0
 . .that z g s F n F k F .1 2 0
 .  .  . =4 m 2 Let F, G be given according to 4 . We show that D n G :
 .=  . =F k F . Let x g L and y , y g G ; moreover a g G with y k a s1 2 1
 .  4  4  4y k a. Applying 4 for F s x and F s y , where i g 1, 2 , we get2 1 2 i
x n y n a g s F n G l s F k G : s F n F k F . .  .  .  . .i 1 2 1 2
 .  .Therefore there exists b g F with x n y k a F x n y k b . Then,i i i i
with b [ b k b , we have1 2
x n y k b s x n y k a k b s x n y k a k b .  .  . .  .1 1 2
s x n y k b; .2
 .  .=hence x n y , x n y g F k F .1 2
 .   . .4.5. THEOREM. a FN D L , : is a Dedikind complete lattice.
 .  .  .b If F g FN D L for a g A, then F [ inf F g FN D L anda a g A a
= =  =  .  .F s inf F . Here, inf F and inf F are built in FN L and L U L ,a g A a a a
.respecti¨ ely.
 .  .  . c If F g FN D L and F g FN L for a g A, then sup F na a g A
.F s F n sup F .a a g A a
 .  .Proof. a follows from Theorem 3.4 and b .
 .  .  .b For the proof of F g FN D L , we verify condition 3 of Propo-
sition 4.4. Let F g F. By Theorem 3.4, there are sets F g F a g A,a , k a
.k g N with
` n
s F : F .D E D a , k /
ns1 ks1 agA
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 .Choose G g F for F according to Proposition 4.4 3 and G [a , k a a , k
 ` n .s j k j G . Let x, y g L and g g G. We have to showns1 ks1 a g A a , k
 .  .that x k g n y F x n y k f for some f g F. Let n g N and a g A,k
n  .g g G for k s 1, . . . , n with g F E g . Using Proposition 4.4 3k a , k ks1 kk
for G and F , we inductively get f g F witha , k a , k k a , kk
n n
x k g n y F x k g n y k f for k s 1, . . . , n.E Ei i k /  / /
isk iskq1
 .  . nIt follows that x k g n y F x n y k f , where f [ E f g F.ks1 k
 . = = =b Obviously F F F for every a g A and therefore F F u [a
inf F =. We now prove that u F F =. Let U g u and U g u with U (Ua 0 k k k
: U for k g N. Choose F g F with F= : U for k g N andky1 a , k a a , k k
a g A. Put
` n
F [ s F .D E D a , k /
ns1 ks1 agA
=  . =We show that F : U (U . Let x, y g F . Then there are a , . . . , a g A0 0 1 n
and z g F for k s 1, . . . , n such that x k E n z s y k E n z .k a , k ks1 k ks1 kk
 ky1 k . =Since x k E z , x k E z g F : U for k s 1, . . . , n, we getis1 i is1 i a , k kk
n
x , x k z g U ( ??? (U : U ;E i 1 n 0 /
is1
 n .  .analogously y k E z , y g U . Hence x, y g U (U .is1 i 0 0 0
 .  .c sup F n F F F n sup F obviously holds. Since every mem-a a a a
ber of sup F belongs to sup F for some finite B : A, it isa g A a a g B a
enough to prove the other inequality G for a finite index set A.
Inductively, one can reduce the proof to the case of A containing two
elements; i.e., we have to prove that
F n F k F n F G F n F k F .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .for F g FN D L and F , F g FN L . But that immediately follows from1 2
 .  .Proposition 4.4 1 « 4 and the characterization of the infimum and
 .supremum of two filters of FN L .
 .We now clarify the relationship between the filters of FN D L and the
induced lattice uniformities.
 .  =  .44.6. Notation. L U D L [ F : F g FN D L .
 = .. = .  .4.7. LEMMA. F : s F a and F a : s a k F for a g L and F : L.
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Proof. If x g F, then
x k a k x s a k x and therefore x k a, a g F=. .  .
= .  = .. = .Hence x k a g F a and x g s F a . If x g F a , then x k z s a k z
 .for some z g F; hence x F a k z g a k F and x g s a k F .
 . =4.8. COROLLARY. a F ª F defines a lattice isomorphism from
 .  .FN D L onto L U D L .
 .  .b If L is a lattice with 0 and F g FN D L , then F is the 0-
 =.neighbourhood system in L, F .
 .  .  .c If u g L U D L for a g A, then inf u g L U D L .a a g A a
 .  . = =Proof. a We have only to show that F , F g FN D L and F F F1 2 1 2
 .imply F F F . Let G g F and F g F with s F k F : G. Choose1 2 1 1 1 1 1
F g F with F=: F= and a g F . Then we have by Lemma 4.7.2 2 2 1 1
F : s F= a : s F= a : s a k F : G; .  .  . .  .2 2 1 1
hence G g F .2
 . = .b follows from the fact that, if F g F is solid, then F 0 s
 = ..s F 0 s F.
 .  .c follows from Theorem 4.5 b .
A bijection f : L ª L from a lattice L onto a lattice L such that1 2 1 2
 .  .x F y iff f x G f y is called a dual isomorphism.
 .  .  .  .4.9. PROPOSITION. Let I L , I D L , C L , and C D L be the spaces
w xof all ideals, distributi¨ e ideals G, Def. III.3.1 , congruence relations, and
w xdistributi¨ e congruence relations in L G, p. 149 , respecti¨ ely. Denote by FI
 .  .or u the principal filter on L or on L = L generated by a non-empty setN
 . w x=I : L or N : L = L, respecti¨ ely . Let F s F and u s y`, a sa xy`, ax a
 . 2 4x, y g L : x k a s y k a .
 .a Then for N : L = L, I : L, a g L, we ha¨e
 .  .  .i u g L U L iff N g C L ;N
 .  .  .ii F g FN L iff I g I L ;I
 .  .  .iii F g FN D L iff I g I D L ;I
 .  .  .iv u g L U D L iff N g C D L ;N
 .  .  .  .  .v F g FN D L iff u g C D L iff u g C L iff a g D L .a a a
 .  .b F is the smallest element of FN D L . If L is a lattice with 0, thenL
 .F is the greatest element of FN D L .04
 .  .  .c N ª u I ª F , a ª F defines dual isomorphisms from C LN I a
  .  ..  .   .  . .I L , D L onto a sublattice of L U L FN L , FN D L , respecti¨ ely .
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 .  .  .  .d If L is finite, then C L , C D L , L, and D L are dual isomor-
 .  .  .  .phic, respecti¨ ely, to L U L , L U D L , FN L , and FN D L by the dual
 .isomorphism of c .
 .  .  .Proof. a i and ii obviously hold.
 .iii One verifies successively the equivalence of the following condi-
 .==tions, using u s F :I I
F g FN D L , u =g L U L , I=g C L , I g I D L . .  .  .  .I I
 .  . =  .iv If N g C D L , then N s I for some I g I D L and F gI
 .  .  .=  .  .FN D L by iii ; hence u s F g L U D L . Let now u g L U D LN I N
 . = =and F g FN D L with F s u . Let I g F with I s N. We showN
 .that F s F : Let F, G g F with s G k G : F and a g G; then, byI
Lemma 4.7,
I : s I= a s s N a : s G= a : s a k G : F . .  .  .  . . .  .
 .  .  . =  .By iii , F s F g FN D L implies I g I D L and N s I g C D L .I
 .  .  . x x  . wv By iii , F g FN D L iff y `, a g I D L . By G, Corollarya
x x x  .  .III.3.3 and Theorem III.2.2 , y `, a g I D L iff a g D L iff u ga
 .  .C D L iff u g C L .a
 .  .  .  .  .b and c are obvious. d follows from a and c .
 .  .  .  .  .It follows from Proposition 4.9 a v and c that FN D L s FN L iff
 .L is distributive iff FN L is distributive.
 .  .If L is a lattice such F k F g FN D L whenever F , F g FN D L ,1 2 1 2
 .  .then FN D L is, by Theorem 4.5, a distributive sublattice of FN L .
 .In Fig. 2 is given a lattice L, for which the lattice FN D L is not
 .  .distributive; this follows from the fact that FN D L and D L are dually
 .  .isomorphic by Proposition 4.9 d and that the lattice D L }given in Fig.
 .5}is not distributive. In particular, in this example, FN D L is not a
 .sublattice of FN L .
 .  .In general, L U D L is not a sublattice of L U L . An example of this
 .is the lattice of Fig. 6; this follows from Proposition 4.9 d and the fact
 .  .  .  .that a, d g D L ; hence u , u g C D L , but u l u g C L _ C D L .a d a d
There are lattice uniformities on lattices with 0, the 0-neighbourhood
 .system of which does not belong to FN D L ; an example of this is the
lattice of Fig. 3 endowed with the uniformity u , where N is the congru-N
 4  4  44ence N [ 0, b , a , a , a , c, 1 .1 2 3
 .  .If L is a sectionally complemented lattice, then L U L s L U D L .
The last equality is an essential assumption in Corollary 5.10. There are
also lattices L which are not sectionally complemented, for which however
 .  .L U L s L U D L holds. An example is the lattice of Fig. 7; the only
 .non-trivial congruence of this lattice is u and c g D L .c
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 .5. THE LATTICE STRUCTURE OF L U D L, w FOR w
BEING EXHAUSTIVE
 .  .For w g L U L , we denote by L U L, w the space of all lattice
 .uniformities on L coarser than w. Moreover, we put L U D L, w s
 .  .L U L, w l L U D L .
As a main result of this section, we prove that, under additional
 .assumptions, L U D L, w is a Boolean algebra.
Let f : X ª Y be a map and u a uniformity on Y. Then the collection of
sets
y1 2f = f U [ a, b g X : f a , f b g U , U g u , 4 .  .  .  .  . .
 .is a base for the coarsest uniformity u f on X, which makes f uniformly
 .continuous. u f is called the in¨erse image of u under f.
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let L and L be lattices, f : L ª L a lattice1 2 1 2
 .  .homomorphism, and u g L U L . Then the in¨erse image u f of u2
  ..  .under f is a lattice uniformity on L and N u f s x, y g L = L :1 1 1
  .  ..  .4f x , f y g N u .
Proof. Let D be the diagonal of L2. If U, V g u with D k V : U,i i 1
 .y1 .  .y1 .then D k f = f V : f = f U . Hence k is uniformly continu-2
ous on L = L .1 1
Anagously one sees that n is uniformly continuous on L = L . The1 1
  ..description of N u f obviously holds true.
The following proposition serves to reduce the proof of Corollary 5.10 to
the case of w being Hausdorff.
 .  .5.2. PROPOSITION. Let w g L U L . For u g L U L, w , denote by u theÃ
Ã Ã .quotient uniformity on L [ LrN w induced by u and by p : L ª L the
quotient map.
 .  .a Then u ª u defines a lattice isomorphism from L U L, w ontoÃ
Ã .L U L, w . Here u is exhausti¨ e iff u is so.Ã Ã
Ã .  .  .  .b If u g L U D L, w , then u g L U D L, w . If w g L U D L , thenÃ Ã
Ã .  .u g L U D L, w iff u g L U D L, w .Ã Ã
 . w xProof. a follows from W , Sect. 1.2, 5.1 .2
Ã Ã .  .  .  . .b Put x s p x , F s p F , and U s p = p U for x g L, F :Ã
 .  . =L, and U : L = L. Let u g L U D L and F g FN D L with F s u.
Using the fact that, for x, y g L with x F y, there exists x9 g x withÃ Ã Ã
Ã Ã .  4  .x9 F y, one immediately sees that F [ p F [ F : F g F g FN L .
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Ã Ã= Ã= .To prove u g L U D L , we show that u s F . We have F F u, sinceÃ Ã
Ã Ã= = Ã=U : F for F g F and U [ F . To prove u F F , let U g u and F, G g FÃ
= Ã= Ã Ã= .with F : U and G k G : F. We show that G : U. If x, y g G , thenÃ Ã
 .  . =x k a s y k a for some a g G; hence x k a, y k a : N w : G andÃ Ã Ã Ã
therefore x k a k b s y k a k b for some b g G. Since a k b g F, it
= Ã .  .follows that x, y g F : U and therefore x, y g U. Let w gÃ Ã
Ã .  .  .  .L U D L , u g L U L , and u g L U D L . We prove that u g L U D L .Ã
Ã Ã Ã= = Ã .  .Let F g FN D L with F s u, F g FN D L with F s w, and F [Ã 0 0 0
Ã= Ã = Ã Ã .  .p F . Then F s u F w s F ; hence F F F by Corollary 4.8 a .Ã Ã0 0 0
y1 Ã Ã Ã  . 4  .Obviously p F : F g F is a base for a filter F g FN L . We show
= Ã y1 Ã .  .that u s F . Let U g u. Choose V g u with p = p V : U andÃ
Ã Ã Ã= Ã y1 Ã = = .F g F with F : V. Then F s p F g F and F : U; hence U g F .
Ã Ã y1 Ã .Conversely, let F g F; choose G g F and G s p G with G k G : F
Ã Ã= = =and U g u with U : G . We show that U : F , which implies F g u. Let
Ã= .  .x, y g U. Then x, y g G and x k a s y k a for some a g G. SinceÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .  . =G g F : F , we obtain x k a, y k a g N w : G ; hence x k a k b s0
 . =y k a k b for some b g G. It follows that x, y g F , since a k b g F.
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let w be a Hausdorff lattice uniformity on L and
Ä .  .L, w the completion of L, w .Ä
 .  .a Then u ª u :s uniformity induced by u on L defines a latticeÄ Ä Ä< L
Ä .  .isomorphism from L U L, w onto L U L, w . Here u is exhausti¨ e iff uÄ Ä Ä< L
is so.
Ä .  .  .  .b If w g L U D L , and u g L U D L, w , then u g L U D L, w .Ä Ä Ä< L
 . w  .xProof. a follows from W , 3.8 a .4
 .  .  . =b Let w g L U D L , F g FN D L with F s w, u gÄ0 0
Ä Ä Ä Ä= Ä .  . L U D L, w , F g FN D L with F s u, and u [ u . Obviously, F [ FÄ Ä< L
Ä Ä =4  .l L : F g F g FN L . We will prove that F s u. We first show that
= Ä Ä Ä ÄF F w: Let F g F and F s F l L. We may assume that F is solid and,
Ä Ä .  .by Lemma 4.2, that F is open in L, u . Then F is open in L, u andÄ
 . = .therefore in L, w . Consequently, if a g F, then G a : F for some
G g F . It follows with Lemma 4.7 that G : F; hence F g F and F=g w.0 0
= Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄF F u: Let F, G g F with G k G : F, F s F l L, G s G l L, and
Ä= Ä .U s G l L = L . By Lemma 4.2, we may assume that G is open in
= =Ä Ä .  .L, u and therefore in L, w . We show that U : F . Since F F w, thereÄ
Ä Ä = Ä .  .is a W g w with W l L = L : G . Let x, y g U and z g G withÄ
 .x k z s y k z. Let z be a net in L converging to z with respect toa a g A
Ä Äw. Since G is open and z g G, we may assume that z g G for all a g A.Ä a
 ..Since x k z , y k z converges to a diagonal element with respecta a a g A
Ä = .  .to w, we have x k z , y k z g W l L = L : G for some g g A.Ä g g
Therefore there exists a z9 g G with x k z k z9 s y k z k z9. It followsg g
 . =that x, y g F , since z k z9 g G k G : F.g
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= Ä Ä Ä=It remains to show that u F F : Let U g u and F g F with F l
= Ä .L = L : U. Then F : U for F [ F l L.
Ä .More complicated is the proof that u g L U L, w and u s u gÄ Ä Ä< L
Ä .  .L U D L, w implies u g L U D L, w . We can prove it only in the caseÄ Ä
that w is exhaustive; see Proposition 5.6. The proof of Proposition 5.6 is
based on the following propositions. Proposition 5.4 puts together some
w  . xresults of W , 6.3, 6.7, 6.14 b , 7.1.7 .2
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let w be a Hausdorff exhausti¨ e lattice uniformity and
Ä .  .L, w the uniform completion of L, w .Ä
Ä .  . a Then L,F is a complete lattice and w is order-continuous i.e.,Ä
 ..order con¨ergence implies topological con¨ergence in L, w .
Ä .  .  .b L,F is meet-continuous i.e., x ­ x implies x n y­ x n y anda a
 .dually join-continuous.
Ä Ä .  .  .  .c For u, ¨ g L U L, w , we ha¨e N u = N ¨ iff u induces on L aÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä
coarser topology than ¨ .Ä
5.5. PROPOSITION. A complete lattice is join-continuous iff lim sup x ka
Ä.  .  .y s lim sup x k lim sup y for all nets x , y in L.a a a a a g A a a g A
Proof. ¥ is obvious.
 .« Let x s lim sup x , y s lim sup y , z s lim sup x k y , x sa a a a a
sup x , y s sup y . Then, for a, b g A, we have z F x k y ;g G a g a g G a g b a
 .  .hence z F inf x k y s x k inf y s x k y and z F inf x k ya b a b a a b b b
Äs x k y, since L is join-continuous. The other inequality, z G x k y, holds
in any complete lattice.
5.6. PROPOSITION. Let w be an exhausti¨ e Hausdorff lattice uniformity on
Ä Ä .  .  .  .L, L, w the completion of L, w , u g L U D L, w , and u g L U L, wÄ Ä Ä
uÄÄ Ä .  .  . 4with u s u . Then u g L U D L, w , a [ sup 0 g D L , and N u sÄ Ä Ä Ä< L
Ä Ä Ä . 4  .u [ x, y g L = L: x k a s y k a . Moreo¨er, if ¨ g L U L, w ,Ä Äa
¨ 4¨ s ¨ , and b s sup 0 , then u F ¨ iff a G b.Ä< L
 .  .Proof. We use in the following Proposition 5.4 a , b . From Proposi-
Ä .  .tion 5.4 a follows that every closed ideal in L, w is order closed, hence aÄ
Äprincipal ideal, since L is complete.
= Ä .  .i Let F g FN D L with F s u. Then the filter F generated by
Ä Ä 4  .F: F g F obviously belongs to FN L ; here and in the following A
Ä Ä .denotes the closure of A in L, w for any A : L.Ä
Ä .ii Let x g L, F g F, and W g w. We show that there are s g LÄ
 .and c g F with x k c s s k c and s, x g W.
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Let F [ F and F g F such that F k F : F and x F y g F , with0 n n n ny1 n
`x g L, implies x g F for n g N. Then I [ F F is a closed idealny1 ns1 n
Ä Äw xin L; hence I s 0, c for some c g L. We use in the following that, for0 0
` .any sequence z with z g F , we have sup z g F : F for n, mn n n isn i ny1 m
g N with n ) m and therefore lim sup z F c .n n 0
 . =Choose symmetric vicinities U , V g u with U l L = L : F andÄn n n n
w xV (V : U . By W , Lemma 5.3 , there are W g w for a g A, n g NÄn n n 2 a , n
and some upward directed set A such that x s lim sup lim sup xa n a , n
 . whenever x , x g W for a g A and n g N. We repeat the idea ofa , n a , n
 .the proof: Let W be a base of w and A upward directed; takeÄa , 0 a g A
W g w with W k W : W and W n W : W for a gÄa , n a , n a , n a , ny1 a , n a , n a , ny1
.A and n g N. We may assume that W : W l V for a g A and n g Na , n n
 .}choose x g W x l L for a g A and n g N and y [ x fora , n a , n n b , n
 .some fixed b g A. Let a g A. Since x , x g W : V , in particulara , n a , n n
 .y , x g V , we haven n
x , x g V (V l L = L : U l L = L : F=; .  .  .  .a , n n n n n
hence x k z s y k z for some z g F . Puta , n a , n n a , n a , n n
x s lim sup x , z s lim sup z , y s lim sup y .a a , n a a , n n
n n n
Then x k z s y k z by Proposition 5.5 and therefore x k c s y k c ,a a a a 0 0
since z F c . Since x s lim sup x , we get}again by Proposition 5.5}a 0 a a
x k c s y k c .0 0
We now prove that y k c s y k c for some c g F . Since1 2 1 1 1
y , x g V and x , y g V : V , .  .n n nq1 nq1 n
 .  .  . =we have y , y g V (V : U ; hence y , y g U l L = L : Fn nq1 n n n n nq1 n n
and therefore y k z s y k z for some z g F . Thenn n nq1 n n n
`
c [ sup z g F and y k c s y k c for n G 2.1 i 1 n 1 nq1 1
is2
Inductively one gets y k c s y k c for all n G 2 and therefore2 1 n 1
y k c s y k c by Proposition 5.5. Finally we obtain c [ c k c g F k2 1 1 0 1 1
 .F : F, s [ y g L, x k c s y k c s s k c, and s, x g W : W.1 2 b , 2
Ä= .iii F F u: Let F g F. Choose F g F with F k F k F : F,Ä 1 1 1 1
 . = 3symmetric vicinities U, V g u with U l L = L : F and V : U. WeÄ 1
=  .  .show that V : F . Let x , x g V. By ii , there are s g L and c g F1 2 i i i
such that
x k c s s k c and x , s g V i s 1, 2 . .  .i i i i i i
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 . 3  .  . =Then s , s g V : U; hence s , s g U l L = L : F and there-1 2 1 2 1
fore s k c s s k c for some c g F . It follows that1 3 2 3 3 1
c [ c k c k c g F and x k c s s k c s s k c s x k c ;1 2 3 1 1 2 2
= .hence x , x g F .1 2
Ä= .iv F G u immediately follows from Lemma 4.2, since any U g uÄ Ä
=contains F = F for some F g F as u s F ; hence F = F : U if U is
Ä= Ä .  .closed. With iii we get F s u and therefore u g L U D L .Ä Ä
uÄ .  .  4v We show that N u s u , where a s sup 0 . This implies byÄ a
Ä .  . w x  .  .Proposition 4.9 a v or G, Theorem III.2.2 that a g D L , since N u isÄ
a congruence relation.
u uÄÄ . 4  40 is a closed ideal in L, w since u : w; hence a g 0 andÄ Ä Ä
Ä .  .a, 0 g N u . Therefore, if x, y g L and x k a s y k a, then x, y g . Ä
 .  .  .  .N u , since N u is a congruence relation. Vice versa, if x, y g N u ,Ä Ä Ä
= =Ä .then x, y g F for any F g F, since u s F ; hence x k z s y k z forÄ F F
some z g F. Then x k z s y k z, where z s inf z . Since z gF F g F F
w xF F s 0, a , we get z F a and x k a s y k a, since x k z s y k z.F g F
 .   .vi By Proposition 5.3 a , u : ¨ iff u : ¨ . If u : ¨ , then obviouslyÄ Ä Ä Ä
 .  .  .a G b. Conversely, if a G b, then u = u ; hence N u = N ¨ by v . ItÄ Äa b
Ä .  .follows with Proposition 5.4 c that the 0-neighbourhood system in L, Ä¨
Ä .  .  .is finer than that in L, u . Consequently, by Corollary 4.8 a , b , we getÄ
u : ¨ .Ä Ä
 .  .5.7. THEOREM. Let w g L U D L and exhausti¨ e. For u g L U D L, w ,
Ã Ä .  .  .  .denote by u the quotient uniformity of L, u s L, u rN w , by L, w theÃ Ã Ä
Ã Ä .  .uniform completion of L, w , and by u the unique uniformity of L U L, wÃ Ä Ä
uÄ  .  ..  .  4extending u see Propositions 5.2 a and 5.3 a . Then u ª f u [ sup 0Ã
Ä .  .defines a dual isomorphism f : L U D L, w ª D L .
Proof. By Propositions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.6, u ª u and u ª u defineÃ Ã Ä
Ã Ã .  .  .isomorphisms from L U D L, w onto L U D L, w and from L U D L, wÃ Ã
uÄÄ .  4onto L U D L, w ; moreover, u ª sup 0 defines a dual isomorphismÄ Ä
Ä Ä .  .from L U D L, w onto a subspace of D L . It remains to prove thatÄ
Ä .D L is the range of the last map.
Ä Ä Ä . w xLet a g D L and F the principal filter on L generated by 0, a . Thena
Ä Ä .  .  .  .F g FN D L by Proposition 4.9 a , v . Since w g L U D L , there is, bya
Ä Ä Ä .  .Proposition 5.6, a filter F g FN D L with F s w. By Theorem 4.5 b ,Ä0 0
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä= Ä .  . w xF [ F n F g FN D L and u [ F g L U D L . Since the sets s 0, aÄ0 a
Ä Ä.  .k F , F g F, form a base of the 0-neighbourhood system in L, u , weÄ
uÄ Ä 4have x g 0 iff, for every F g F, there is x g F with x F a k x . SinceF F
Ä .  .here x converges to 0 in L, w and w is Hausdorff, it follows that xÄ ÄFu uÄ Ä 4  4g 0 iff x F a and therefore a s sup 0 .
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Ä .  .By Theorem 5.7, L U D L, w can be studied by studying D L .
5.8. LEMMA. Under the assumption of Proposition 5.4, we ha¨e:
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .a If a n b g D L for any a, b g D L , then D L is a Browerian
Äand dually Browerian complete lattice and an order closed sublattice of L.
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .b If L is modular, then D L s N L and therefore D L is a
Äsublattice of L.
 .Proof. a Obviously, the set of distributive elements is a closed set in
 .any Hausdorff topological lattice. Therefore, by Proposition 5.4 a and 1.1,
Ä Ä Ä .D L is an order closed sublattice of L. Since L is complete, meet-con-
Ä Ä .  .tinuous, and join-continuous, also D L is so. Hence D L is Browerian
w xand dually Browerian by B , Theorem 24, p. 128 .2
Ã Ä Ä Ä .  .  .b If L is modular, then L and L are so. Hence D L s N L
by 1.3.
From Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.8 follows immediately:
 .5.9. COROLLARY. Let L be modular, w g L U D L , and exhausti¨ e.
 .Then L U D L, w is a complete Browerian and dually Browerian lattice.
 .  .5.10. COROLLARY. Let w g L U L . Suppose that L U L, w :e
 .L U D L .
 .  .a Then L U L, w is a complete Browerian and dually Browerian
lattice.
 .b By the notation of Theorem 5.7, we ha¨e
Ä Ä Ä Äa g D L : a has a complement in D L s N L s C L . .  .  .  . 4
Ä Ä .  .  .  .c If D L s N L , in particular if L is modular, then L U L, w is a
complete Boolean algebra.
 .Proof. By Propositions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.6 we may assume that L, w is
Ä y1 .  .  .Hausdorff and complete; hence L, w s L, w . Put w s f a forÄ a
 .a g D L , where f is defined as in Theorem 5.7.
 .a By Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.8, we have only to prove that
 .  .a n b g D L for a, b g D L . By Proposition 5.6, and Theorem 5.7 we
have
w ww kw a ba b w x w x w x 4  4  40 s 0 l 0 s 0, a l 0, b s 0, a n b
 .  .and therefore a n b s f w k w g D L .a b
 .  .  .  .b i Let a g N L . We show that a has a complement in D L .
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 .Since f x [ x n a defines a lattice homomorphism on L, the inverse
a  .  .image w [ w f belongs by Proposition 5.1 to L U L, w . Then, by
 a.  .  .  .  .  a.Theorem 5.7, b [ f w g D L . Since 0, a g N w and a, 1 g N w ,a
 .  a.  a.we have 0, 1 g N w n w and therefore a k b s f w n w s 1. Bya a
1.2 and Proposition 5.1, we have
N w k w a s N w l N w a .  . .a a
s x , y g L2 : x k a s y k a and x n a s y n a s D ; 4 .
 a.hence a n b s f w k w s 0. Therefore b is a complement of a.1
 .  .ii Let a, b g D L and b a complement of a. We show that
 .a g C L . Denote by p and p the quotient maps from L onto Lrua b a
and Lru , respectively, where u and u are defined as in Proposition 4.9.b a b
We now show that
p [ p , p : L ª Lru = Lru .a b a b
is injective. Here we use that w k w s w, since a n b s 0 and f isa b
 .  .  .a dual isomorphism. Let p x s p y . Then, by Theorem 5.7, x, y g
 .  .u l u s N w k w s N w s D, since w is Hausdoff; hence x s y.a b a b
Moreover
p a s 0, p a s 0, p a k p b s 0, p a k b .  .  .  .  . .  .  .b b b b
s 0, p 1 s 0, 1 . .  . .b
 .We have shown that condition 2 of 1.2 is satisfied. Therefore a is neutral,
hence central, since complemented.
 .  .  .  .c follows from a , b , and Lemma 5.8 b , since the centre of a
 .lattice is always a Boolean algebra see 1.5 .
 .  .If L is a sectionally complemented lattice, then L U L s L U D L by
 .Proposition 2.1. Therefore we obtain from Corollary 5.10 c :
5.11. COROLLARY. If L is a sectionally complemented modular lattice,
 .then L U L is a complete Boolean algebra.e
By 1.4, the assumption in Corollary 5.11 that L is modular cannot be
omitted.
 w x.  .If L is an orthomodular lattice See B and w g L U L , then, by1
Äw x  .W , 1.5 , also the uniform completion L of L, w is an orthomodular3
 .lattice. Therefore we obtain from Corollary 5.10 c and 1.3:
w x5.12. COROLLARY W , Corollary 2.5 . If L is an orthomodular lattice,3
 .then L U L is a complete Boolean algebra.e
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